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Tiikerinsilmä - Rocky III (1982) Add to guide Jump to: The Parents Guide items below may give away important plot points. Clubber Lang(Mr T) pushes Rocky's trainer, he has a weak heart and later dies. Mickey gets pushed by Mr. T which triggers him having a heart attack. He dies with his last words to Rocky "I love you, kid". Rocky lost the first
fight against Clubber Lang due to Mickey quitting. Whilst training with Apollo Creed, depressed Rocky fails each task due to Mickey's death. Rocky IV (1985) Add to guide Jump to: The Parents Guide items below may give away important plot points. In the first major boxing fight of the film, a powerful Soviet boxer, Ivan Drago, faces Apollo Creed.
During the first round, Apollo hits Drago with a few punches, but he feels no pain. Then, Drago proceeds to land brutal devastating punches to Apollo, even after the bell. We see blood and cuts of Apollo's face at the end of the round. In the next round, like the end of the previous round, Drago relentlessly keeps hitting Creed with brutal punches and
hits one final punch to Creed which not only knocks him out, but kills him. Creed then dies in Rocky's arms after the match. The bloodied face of Apollo is see quite a lot throughout the scene. In the climax of the film, and the most major boxing fight of the film, Rocky faces Ivan himself. Throughout the rounds we see clips of punches to the face, the
two brutally beat each other and Rocky is seen having a few bruises on is face and Ivan has a cut on his. On the final round Rocky keeps hitting Ivan relentlessly and knocks him out. Apollo Creed is knocked out and beaten to death during the 2nd round against Ivan Drago, and dies in Rocky's arms, this may be upsetting. The boxing matches are very
brutal which may be unsettling. The film has a very loose theme about conflict between between the Americans and the Soviets because the film is set during the peaks of the Cold War and the crowds at both fights are very hostile and this may unsettle some. The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975) Add to guide Jump to: Certification Argentina:X
(original rating) Argentina:16 (re-rating) Australia:M Brazil:14 Brazil:14 (2018, re-rating) Brazil:18 (2005) Bulgaria:C Canada:PG (British Columbia/Manitoba) Canada:R (Nova Scotia) Canada:AA (Ontario) Canada:G (Quebec) Canada:14A (2013, Alberta) Chile:14 Finland:K-14 France:12 Germany:12 Hong Kong:II Hong Kong:IIB (re-rating) Iceland:12
India:UA India:A (1970s) Ireland:12A Ireland:18 (original rating, video) Ireland:12A (2011, theatrical re-release) Ireland:15 (2010, re-rating, video) Italy:VM14 Japan:R Japan:G (Prime Video rating) Malaysia:U Maldives:15+ (recommended rating) Mexico:C Netherlands:16 New Zealand:M New Zealand:R18 (original rating) New Zealand:R13 (1985, rerating) New Zealand:R16 (1982, re-rating) Nigeria:12 Norway:16 Norway:15 (TV rating) Norway:12 (recommended rating) Poland:b.o. (self-applied) Portugal:M/12 Russia:16+ Saudi Arabia:PG12 Singapore:M18 Singapore:(Banned) (original rating) Singapore:M18 (re-rating) Singapore:R(A) (re-rating) South Africa:13 South Africa:PG (DVD) South
Korea:18 Spain:13 Sweden:15 Taiwan:R-15 (2016) United Kingdom:12A United Kingdom:PG (recommended rating) United Kingdom:12A (2011) United Kingdom:12A (2011, re-rating) United Kingdom:12 (1991, theatrical rating) United Kingdom:15 (1987, re-rating, VHS) United Kingdom:AA (1975, original rating) United States:TV-MA United
States:TV-14 United States:R (certificate #24181) West Germany:12 Severity? 10 34 68 56 We were unable to submit your evaluation. Please try again later. Two of the aliens, Riff Raff and Magenta, display sexual intentions to each other (like fondling and stroking that produce evident arousal in the other), but they are brother and sister. In the
dinner scene, it shows a book full of porn, and on the first page you see a woman with her breasts visible, but it's only for a split second and too brief to notice. One of the main characters is trans and the lyrics in a song explain this. During the song the character wear revealing clothing, although no nudity. Strangers strip a man and woman down to
their underwear to remove their wet clothing. Columbia's nipples can be seen briefly over the top of her corset during "Rose Tint My World" Despite having 2 sexual scenes and nudity, the content is mostly innuendo, none worse than watching something like Austin Powers. A woman's breasts briefly pop out of her bustier. Several people are seen
wearing revealing clothing throughout the film Silhouettes (shadows) of people are used to depict two sexual scenes, a man having sex with a woman, and a man receiving fellatio. (Most graphic moment, the film keeps it's R rating for this scene alone) The female lead seduces a man and allows him to fondle her breasts and ends up having sex with
him (some shots show the man on top of her kissing her) They are later caught under the sheets by the woman's fiance and two others Statues of completely nude people are seen around the castle (Not graphic, they resemble mythology statues) An element of the plot has the main character creating a muscle man for his sexual pleasure. Sexual
remarks throughout and lots of sexual references. The Parents Guide items below may give away important plot points. Eddie is killed with a pick axe by Frank (offscreen.) A trail of blood is seen and afterwards, Frank says it was 'a mercy killing.' A main character is shot when climbing a tower, and falls to the concrete below, cracking his head. The
sound of his skull cracking (as the head rolls around on the man's neck) is heard for about two thirds of a second. Frank, Rocky and Columbia all die in the end. Rocky V (1990) Add to guide Jump to: Rocky 3 in the Playroom (2012 Video) Add to guide Jump to: Be the first to add a certification The parents' guide to what's in this movie. Drinking, Drugs
& Smoking Parents need to know that Rocky III is the 1982 sequel in which Rocky takes on a vicious boxer (played by Mr. T) determined to take his World Championship belt. There's a lot of boxing violence; like the other movies in the Rocky franchise, Rocky and the boxers he fights are shown beaten to a pulp and bloodied. While previous films in
the Rocky series talked up the long-term physical damage associated with fighting, this one shows the two-fisted violence with no consequences. In another scene, Rocky fights in a charity match against a pro wrestler (played by Hulk Hogan); the two fight in and out of the ring, with Hogan throwing around Rocky, the refs, and anyone who stands in
his way. While extremely drunk, Paulie leaves a bar, stumbles into a video game arcade, and vandalizes a "Rocky" pinball machine by throwing a whiskey bottle into it and shattering the glass. While Rocky trains with Apollo Creed in a predominantly African American boxing gym, Paulie mutters assorted racist comments: He complains about the
"jungle" music, laments that Rocky is being taught how to box like a "colored fighter," and says, "I don't like these people." While Paulie later compliments Creed on how well he trained Rocky, there isn't a sense that he's no longer someone who would make comments like those. Cigar smoking is shown, as are homeless men drinking wine in the alleys
and sidewalks of Skid Row. Rocky is shown gracing the advertisements of products like American Express, Maserati, Nikon, and Gatorade. February 28, 2019 This movie is an amazing addition to the Rocky series and it beyond pisses me off that this website has the balls to give it a 2. GO ROCKY WOOOOOOOO August 7, 2018 This title has:
Conveniently forgetting the health problems that threatened him in Rocky II, Rocky Balboa (Sylvester Stallone, who also wrote and directed) reigns in ROCKY III as superstar World Heavyweight Champion prizefighter. He's on the verge of retiring undefeated when he's taunted by a contender, a ferocious Chicago brawler called Clubber Lang (Mr. T).
Lang demands a showdown with Rocky. Rocky is shocked to find that his longtime trainer Mickey (Burgess Meredith) has been lining up easy opponents all along. Mickey thinks that the wealthy, comfortable Rocky has gone soft (never mind that Stallone never looked so muscular), that the good life has taken away the "eye of the tiger" needed to
defeat a raw scrapper like Clubber. Rocky goes through with the fight, but Mickey suffers a seizure backstage. Rocky is knocked out, losing his title to the gloating Lang. Then a new mentor appears -- none other than Rocky's old foe, former champ Apollo Creed (Carl Weathers), who takes Rocky to a seedy slum gym to try to restore the "eye of the
tiger." Rocky III allocates no human qualities of athletic competition to the Clubber Lang character; he's a one-dimensional bully with no backstory or redeeming features. Which is too bad, because Mr. T -- with no major alteration to his persona or look or catchphrase "I pity the fool!" -- went on to be a kids' action hero on TV's The A-Team and even
his own Saturday morning TV cartoon. The original 1976 Rocky was more than just a sports action flick; it had a solid character-building message in its tale of the lowly Philadelphia boxer's underdog shot at the championship: It doesn't matter if you win or lose, as long as you try your best, or "go the distance" in Rocky-speak. By the time ROCKY III
came around, that message was knocked right out of the ring. The racial aspect of the movie is worth discussing with older kids. This was right before the rap and hip-hop explosion that combined urban black anger with pride and empowerment in music and movie characterizations. Mr. T, in his African-warrior hairstyle and gold chains, could well be
a gangsta rapper hero -- except he's just a few years too early. Would Rocky III have been a popular hit if Clubber Lang were better drawn, not just white America's worst nightmare of a hostile inner-city thug? In addition to Mr. T, Rocky III was a breakthrough for another star, the WWE idol Terry "Hulk" Hogan, playing a menacing but -- unlike
Clubber -- secretly friendly wrestler with whom Rocky grapples in a silly charity match. This helped bring pro wrestling into the mainstream, which should indicate right there the overall level of the material. Families can talk about how the lesson in the original Rocky -- that it doesn't matter if you win or lose, as long as you "go the distance" -compares with the more success-oriented mania in this sequel. You could also talk about the transformation of Apollo Creed from Rocky's nemesis to his friend and ally, and how that plays out in the final scene. How does Rocky III settle into a story formula clearly established by Rocky II? How does this movie continue the recurring themes of the
Rocky movies: the value of working hard and of grit and determination, and how perseverance can lead to overcoming the obstacles in one's path?
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